
Jona Ismailaj

I am a person with very good skills in achieving and completing tasks and meeting deadlines. Ability and
initiative to work independently or in a group. Adaptable and ability to learn quickly. Ability and desire to
take participate in new professional experiences.

Genoa, Italy 
COMPUTER ENGINEERING 

I am studying in the second year of the master's degree in computer engineering at the Scuola
Politecnica,UNIGE,Genoa.During my studies for compueter engineering,i participated in various
projects.Cooperation with other students and professors have helped me achive good results.During the
development of various projects and tasks ,i have learned how to be cooperative with colleages, being a
good listener,being friendly,sharing new idea.

Mother tongue(s):  ALBANIAN 

Other language(s):   

UNDERSTANDING SPEAKING WRITING

Listening Reading Spoken
production

Spoken
interaction

ENGLISH B2 B2 B2 B2 B2

ITALIAN B1 B1 B1 B1 B1

Levels: A1 and A2: Basic user; B1 and B2: Independent user; C1 and C2: Proficient user 

Matlab/Simulik  C  C++ 

Projects 

In the projects in which I participated, I can mention the DALI project, we realized it with Arduino.
I can also mention the realization of the "Architectural Model of a Bus Stop with Automatic Sunshade", I
realized this project with Arduino.
Another task is the creation of a system for designing and conducting computer exams. I have completed
this task in the C programming language.
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Conferences and seminars 

I have participated in seminars developed by the city municipality,which have been related to the topic of
how to save electricity consumption.In these activities,experts in this field have participated ,sharing with
participants projects that they will were developing.During these activities ,we discussed with each other
different ideas related to the relevant topic.At the end of this activity,we received a certificate. I learned how
to be cooperative with colleages,being patient and it has helped me in my communication skills. 

Hobbies and interests 

Travelling,Sports,Nature. 
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